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2007. Hardcover. Condition: New. 346 India and Sri Lanka are geographically contiguous and culturally close. The island state of Sri Lanka is barely thirty kilometers away from India’s southern coastal tip. People of these two countries share many similarities in terms of dress, food habits, manners, customs and ways of life. In spite India Sharing border with all its neighbouring countries in South Asia, its relationship with Sri Lanka has been relatively more cordial than with other countries in the region. In addition to their cordial relationship, there is misunderstanding and mistrust between the two resulted in many ups and down in their mutual relationship. The issue of Tamils of Indian origin and maritime issues between the two countries created turbulence. The civil war of 1983 further aggravated the situation. Half of India’s investment in South Asian region is invested in Sri Lanka and as such the island state has emerged as a close economic partner of India. Both the countries realize that restrictions on trade between the two are detrimental to their economic growth and prosperity. There is a greater potential for enhancing and institutionalizing bilateral economic cooperation in the exploration and exploitation of sea resources in the Indian...
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I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Merritt Kilback II

Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again later on. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Angela Blick
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Nandigram Bio-Cultural and Ecological Issues
2016. Hardcover. Condition: New. 171 ABOUT THE BOOK:- Nandigram, a riverine village in southern West Bengal, is well known all over the globe after the tragedy in 2007 on the conflicting issue of proposed land acquisition for petro-chemical hub. The movement itself...

GED Full Study Guide: Test Preparation for All Subjects Including 4 Full Length Practice Tests Both in the Book + Online, with 1,300 Realistic Practice Test Questions Plus Online Flashcards (Paperback)
Smart Edition Media LLC, United States, 2019. Paperback. Condition: New. Workbook. Language: English. Brand new Book. The Smart Edition HESI A2 2019 Practice Test Workbook for the HESI Admission Assessment Exam includes practice and review that was designed to offer significantly more...

2015. Hardcover. Condition: New. 198 ABOUT THE BOOK:- In a democratic polity, protection and promotion of Human Rights is of utmost importance. Though Human Rights are universally acknowledged rights and with the internationalisation of these rights, several international mechanisms are available for...

Case Studies in 21st Century School Administration: Addressing Challenges for Educational Leadership (Hardback)

Capital Theory and Economic Analysis
1987. Hardcover. Condition: New. 160 This study covers the various aspects of the theory of capital from classical to Post-Sraffians and traces the history of basic concepts and important controversies. The limitation of the traditional approach to multiple switching is critically examined....
This is the Indian myopia, because India has the capacity and the opportunity to rise as a responsible and influential global power. The Indian Ocean has now emerged as the epicentre of global power play in the 21st century. Gone are the outdated phrases like Asia-Pacific. Let us articulate and embrace the new concept of Indo-Pacific alliances that accommodates Chinese perspectives on a reciprocity basis. Hence we need to recognise this centrality and primacy of the Indian Ocean in India’s global economic and military activism: the Indian Ocean is the epicentre of global power play in the 21st century. With Indonesian partnership, India can monitor the Malacca Strait through which over 80% of the freight traffic of China passes. Attendees at the 21st ASEAN-India Senior Officials’ Meeting (SOM), which was held in April 2019 in New Delhi. The India-Africa partnership is on track to achieve greater heights, based on the 10 guiding principles delineated by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. In its extended neighbourhood to the West, India has enormous stakes of energy supplies, seven million diaspora who live and work there, and trade, investment and security ties with the region, which have all seen an upsurge. Since the onset of the 21st century, India has had its greatest time. Pacing forward to become a mighty powerhouse, her strength is us, the 1 billion+ Indians. Although it's not using even a percent of it to generate her revenues. China is busy constructing commercial ports in Pakistan, Myanmar, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka in what analysts have called a "string of pearls" strategy. If commercial ports one day lead to basing rights for China's navy, this string of pearls could well strangle India. Looking out from Beijing, China's leaders see around them a host of weak states, and only one thing standing between them and complete domination of the entire Asian continent: a powerful India. Sri Lankan heroic armed forces militarily neutralized the LTTE in 2009 after three-decades of conflict. The Sri Lanka Government acted in self-defense to safeguard the unitary state, sovereignty & territorial integrity from the world's most ruthless separatist terrorist organization. The LTTE is the only terrorist organization in the world which has killed two world leaders: a serving President of Sri Lanka and a former Prime Minister of India extending its terror beyond the borders of Sri Lanka. Read more 73rd Independence Commemorations in New Delhi, India. Thursday, 04 February 2021 India will continue to judge issues and relations on merit, to cultivate issue-based partnerships, to seek cordial relations with all major power centers, and to respond prudently to others' initiatives to cultivate it. Multipolarity helps India in the pursuit of its interests. Unipolarity or bipolarity needs to be opposed steadily. Further, multilateralism, both at the global level but also at the regional, sub-regional, and mini-lateral levels, is a phenomenon to which New Delhi attaches immense importance. At a time when globalization faces serious questioning and resistance by those very d